OOTY

Starting From :Rs.:12990 Per Person

6 Days / 5 Nights
COORG | OOTY | KODAIKANAL

..........

Package Description
OOTY
Kodaikanal is a city near Palani in the hills of the Dindigul district in the state of Tamil Nadu, India. Its name in the Tamil language means "The Gift
of the Forest". Kodaikanal is referred to as the "Princess of Hill stations" and has a long history as a retreat and popular tourist destination

..........

Itinerary
Day.1
COORG
Coorg is popularly termed as Scotland of India. Rich food and spices is in short termed Coorg.
Smell the coffee, taste the oranges, flavour with cardamom and savour the honey. Proceed to visit
the coffee plantations, Honey Farms and Cardamom plantations. Visit the spectacular Abbi Falls
and Raj's seat where you can enjoy the panoramic view of Misty Coorg Valley. Overnight stay at
the hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.2
COORG SS
After breakfast proceed for sightseeing tour of Coorg. Visit Talcauvry (the origin point of River
Cauvery) and Bhagamandala (the point where Cauvery assumes the shape of a river). Later visit
the ancient Onkareshwara Temple, Madikeri fort etc. In the evening, shop at Madikeri town.
Overnight stay at the hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.3
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OOTY
Ooty is picturesque landscape marked with deep forests, green meadows, vast tea gardens, tall
eucalyptus trees etc .Visit Botanical Garden (01km), Tea Estates & factories and enjoy the
ultimate experience of boating at Ooty Lake . You can also enjoy hiking, horse riding etc
here.Overnight stay at the hotel. Note: Distance mentioned in KM is from the City Centre to the
sight seeing spot
Meals:N.A

Day.4
OOTY SS
After breakfast proceed for a sightseeing tour of Ooty and Conoor. Visit Doddabetta peak, Rose
garden, Children's park and then proceed to Conoor.Visit Sims Park, Dolphin nose, Kettey valley
etc (This locations is accessible only for small Vehicles) . Overnight stay at the hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.5
KODAIKANAL
The name Kodaikanal means the "gift of the forest". It is one of the most beautiful and unexplored
destinations of southern India. With its intoxicating air, breathtaking scenery and serenity that you
can hardly find in any other hill station. Visit Cookers walk, Green valley view, and the Star
Shaped Lake.Overnight stay at the hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.6
Departure transfer
Transfer to Airport / Railway station. Back to home with sweet memories of your tour.
Meals:N.A
..........

Inclusions
*Duration : 5 Nights and 6 Days..
..........

Exclusions
*Any other services or food which are not mentioned in the above .
*Expense of personal nature such as tips, laundry, telephones, beverages etc.
*Airfares and Train ticket charges if any..
*Christmas Eve /New year Eve supplement charges if applicable.
*Any entrance Fees / Activities charges unless specific in inclusion.
*5% GST.
..........

Hotel Details & Price
Hotel Name

Woodstock Villa
Welbeck Residency
JC Residency

Star

4
4
4

Twin Sharing

Rs.0
Rs.0
Rs.0

Child With Bed

Rs.0
Rs.0
Rs.0

Child Without Bed

Rs.0
Rs.0
Rs.0
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Highlights
*OOTY PACKAGE.
..........

Sightseeing
COORG
COORG

..........

Terms & Conditions
*FULL PAYMENT 15 DAYS PRIOR DEPARTURE..
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